From Supervenience to Superdupervenience:
Meeting the Demands of a Material World
TERENCE HORGAN

The term"supervenience"derives etymologically from the Latin "super",meaning on, above, or additional;and from the Latinverb "venire",meaningto come.
In non-philosophicalcontexts the word is used primarilyin a temporalway-typically to mean "coming or occurring as something novel, additional, or unexpected".In philosophicalcontexts it is primarilyused non-temporally,to signify
a metaphysical and/or conceptual determination-relation;here the etymology
appearsto be spatially quasi-metaphorical,the idea being that something supervenient comes above-is "groundedby"-that on which it supervenes.
The term in its currentphilosophicalusage evidently enteredthe analytic philosophy literaturein a classic work of twentiethcenturymetaethics,Hare(1952):
Let me illustrateone of the most characteristicfeaturesof value-words
in terms of a particularexample. It is a featuresometimes describedby
saying that"good"and othersuch words arenames of "supervenient"or
"consequential"properties.Suppose that a pictureis hanging upon the
wall and we are discussing whetherit is a good picture;thatis to say, we
are debatingwhetherto assent to, or dissent from, the judgment "P is a
good picture" .... Suppose that there is another picture next to P in the

gallery (I will call it Q).... Now thereis one thing thatwe cannot say; we
cannot say "P is exactly like Q in all respects save this one, that P is a
good pictureand Q not" .... There must be some further difference between them to make one good and the othernot. (1952, pp. 80-81)
Professor Hare has recently written, however, that this use of the term was
alreadycurrentin Oxford, and did not originatewith him (Hare 1984, p. 1). And
the concept we currently express by "supervenience",although not the word
itself, had alreadybeen invoked in moralphilosophyby G. E. Moore (1922), who
held thatintrinsicvalue is (as we would now say) supervenienton non-normative
properties.Moore wrote:
[I]f a given thing possesses any kind of intrinsicvalue in a certaindegree, then not only must that same thing possess it, under all circumstances,in the same degree, but also anythingexactly like it, must, under
all circumstances,possess it in exactly the same degree. Or, to put it in
the correspondingnegative form: it is not possible that of two exactly
similarthings one should possess it and the othernot, or thatone should
possess it in one degree, and the otherin a differentone. (1922, pp. 261)
Supervenience,then, is a modal notion. As David Lewis (1986) puts it, "Supervenience means that there could be no difference of one sort without difference
of the other sort"(p. 15).
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Althoughthe conceptof superveniencehas been employedfor a varietyof purposes in recentphilosophy,a ratherdominanttendencysince the early 1970's has
beento invokeit in effortsto articulateabroadlymaterialistic,orphysicalistic,position in philosophyof mind or in metaphysicsgenerally.Often it has been invoked
with the goal of articulatinga materialisticmetaphysicalpicturethateschews various strictureson inter-levelconnectionsthatwere sometimesbuiltinto earlierformulationsof materialism-in particular,the requirementthat psychological and
other"higher-order"
propertiesbe reducible to physico-chemicalproperties.
Lately, however, the wave of relative enthusiasmabout superveniencetheses
has begun to subside. There now seems to be emerging (e.g., Kim 1990; 1993b,
ch. 9) an attitudeof sober reassessment,accompaniedby a suspicion that supervenience theses per se do less work philosophically than some had hoped they
would.
I thinkthis change of mood was in many ways inevitable,given certainironic
facts about the history of the notion of superveniencein philosophical thought
duringthe 20th century.There is much to be learnedfrom this history aboutboth
the uses and the limitations of superveniencetheses, especially with respect to
materialism.So the first half of this paper,??1-4, will be a historicaloverview,
aimed at highlightingsome key ironies and drawingsome importantlessons for
materialistmetaphysics.The principalmoralwill be thatsuperveniencerelations,
in orderto figurein a broadlymaterialisticworldview,must be explainablerather
thansui generis.
I will next take up some issues that have figuredprominentlyin recent philosophical discussions of superveniencel:how to formulatesuperveniencetheses
(?5); supervenienceand the causal/explanatoryefficacy of higher-orderproperties (?6); supervenience and inter-theoreticreduction (?7). Finally (?8) I will
returnto the issue whose importanceis the centralmoralof ?? 1-4, but which has
so far gone largely unnoticedin the philosophicalliterature:the explainabilityof
superveniencerelations.
Let me make several preliminarypoints. First, I take it that the question of
what constitutes a broadly materialistic,or physicalistic, worldview is itself a
philosophicalquestion.2Although many philosophers,myself included, are disposed toward some sort of materialisticmetaphysics, it is no simple matterto
articulatesuch a view. Much of the philosophicalinterestof the notion of supervenience lies in its potentialusefulness in this respect.
Second, for reasons of simplicity I will generally talk in terms of the basic
physical level of description(the level of physics per se) vis-'a-visotherlevels of
description-and often in termsof the physical vis-a-vis the mental.But much of
whatI will say presumablycan be extendedto inter-levelsuperveniencerelations
more generally.
l Several other papersthat usefully overview recent issues and discussions are Teller
(1984), Kim (1990), and Beckermann(1992a, 1992b).
2 It is also a philosophical
questionwhat constitutesa broadlynaturalisticworldview,
and how (if at all) metaphysicalnaturalismmight differ from materialism.
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Third,for reasonsof simplicityI will conductthe discussion in a way thatpresupposes an ontology of properties and facts. The language of propertiesand
facts allows for perspicuousformulationof the centraltheses and issues I will be
concerned with. But analogous theses and issues presumablywould arise even
undera more nominalisticontology, althoughnominalistsmight seek to reformulate them or might deny thattalk of facts and propertiescarriesgenuine ontological commitmentto these putativeentities.3

1. British emergentism
It will be instructive to begin by considering supervenience in relation to an
accountof the special sciences that has been dubbed"Britishemergentism"in a
splendidand fascinatingrecentpaper,McLaughlin(1992). The Britishemergentist traditionbegan in the middle of the nineteenthcenturyand flourishedin the
first quarterof this century. It began with John StuartMill's System of Logic
(1843), then tracedthroughAlexanderBain's Logic (1870), George HenryLewes's Problems of Life and Mind (1875), Samuel Alexander's Space, Time, and

Deity (1920), Lloyd Morgan's Emergent Evolution (1923), and finally C. D.
Broad's The Mind and Its Place In Nature (1925). The latter was the last major

work in this tradition,althoughthe traditioncontinueseven today in the work of
a few authors,notably the neurophysiologistRoger Sperry.
The Britishemergentistswere not substance-dualists;they held that all particularsarephysical entitieswholly constitutedout of physicalentities as theirparts.
But they were not full-fledgedmaterialistseither,because they denied thatphysics is a causally complete science. They maintainedthat at variousjuncturesin
the course of evolution, complex physical entities came into being that had certain non-physical, "emergent",properties.Theseproperties, they claimed, are
fundamentalforce-generating properties,over and above the force-generating
propertiesof physics; when such a propertyis instantiatedby an individual,the
total causal forces operativewithin the individualare a combinationof physical
and non-physicalforces, and the resultingbehaviorof the individualis different
from what it would have been had the emergent force(s) not been operative
alongside the lower-level forces.4 Furthermore,there is no explanationfor why
emergentpropertiescome into being, or why they generatethe specific non-physical forces they do. These facts are metaphysically and scientifically basic, in
3 I will occasionally employ talk of possible worlds, in connection with modal locutions used to express superveniencetheses. The remarksjust made about propertiesand
facts apply,mutatismutandis,to possible worlds too.
4 Does this mean that the laws of physics are abrogatedwhen emergentpropertiesare
instantiated?According to the emergentists,no. For, the laws of physics do not actually
assertthatphysicalforces are always the only operativeforces in a physical system. So the
laws of physics remaintrue when an emergentpropertyis instantiated:the usual physical
forces arepresent,andthese physical forces are still additivein the usual way. It'sjust that
the physical forces are not the only forces present,and hence the total net force in the system is not identicalto the net physical force.
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much the same way that fundamentallaws of physics are basic; they are unexplained explainers, which must be accepted (in Samuel Alexander's striking
phrase)"withnaturalpiety". Putativeexamples of emergentpropertiesincluded
(i) chemical-bondingpropertiesof molecules, which were held to be emergent
from physical propertiesof atoms or theirconstituents;(ii) self-maintenanceand
reproductivepropertiesof living things, emergent from physical and chemical
properties;and (iii) mentalpropertiesof creatureswith consciousness, emergent
from physical, chemical, and biological properties.5
There are two reasons I mention British-emergentism in connection with
supervenience.First, the term "supervenient"was employed by Morgan(1923)
in contexts where synchronicinter-level relations among propertieswere under
consideration.Here is a representativepassage:
I speakof events at any given level in the pyramidof emergentevolution
as "involving"concurrentevents at lower levels. Now what emerges at
any given level affords an instanceof what I speak of as a new kind of
relatednessof which there are no instances at lower levels. The world
hasbeensuccessivelyenrichedthroughtheadventofvitalandofconscious
relations.This we mustaccept"withnaturalpiety"as Mr.Alexanderputs
it. If it be found as somehow given, it is to be taken as we find it.
But when some new kind of relatednessis supervenient(say at the level
of life), the way in which the physical events which are involved run
theircourse is differentin virtue of its presence-different from what it
would have been if life had been absent. (1923, pp. 15-16)
The temporalor diachronicmeaningof "supervenient"is certainlyinvolved here;
in partMorganis saying, "... when some new kind of relatednesshas been arrived
upon in the course of evolution ...". On the other hand, synchronic inter-level

dependenceis evidently involved too; he is talkingabouthigher-levelevents visa-vis concurrent lower-level events. In effect, then, Morgan'susage of "supervenient"connotes (as does the term"emergence"itself) both diachronicnovelty
and synchronicdependence.6
5 When Broad wrote, "Nothingthat we know about Oxygen by itself or in its combinationswith anythingbut Hydrogenwould give us the least reasonto supposethatit would
combine with Hydrogen at all. Nothing that we know about Hydrogenby itself or in its
combinationswith anythingbut Oxygen would give us the least reason to expect that it
would combine with Oxygen at all" (1925, pp. 62-3), his claim was true.Classical physics
could not explain chemical bonding. But the claim didn't stay truefor long: by the end of
the decade quantummechanics had come into being, and quantum-mechanicalexplanations of chemical bonding were in sight. Withinanothertwo decades, James Watsonand
FrancisCrick,drawingupon the work of Linus Pauling and others on chemical bonding,
explained the information-codingand self-replicating propertiesof the DNA molecule,
thereby ushering in physical explanations of biological phenomena in general. (These
kinds of advances in science itself, ratherthan any internalconceptualdifficulties, were
what led to the downfall of British emergentism-as McLaughlin(1992) persuasivelyargues.)
6 Kim
(1990) goes so far as to say, "LloydMorgan,a centraltheoreticianof the emergence school, appearsto have used "supervenient"as an occasional stylistic variantof
"emergent",althoughthe latterremainedthe official term associatedwith the philosophical position, and the concept he intendedwith these terms seems surprisinglyclose to the
supervenienceconcept currenttoday"(p. 4).
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A second reason I mention British emergentismis in orderto pose two questions well worth asking about emergentismand synchronic inter-level dependence relations. (1) Could the British emergentists have held, consistently with
their other principaldoctrines,that emergentpropertiesare supervenient(in the
contemporaryphilosophicalsense) on lower level properties-i.e., that individuals cannotdiffer in theiremergentpropertieswithoutalso differingin theirlowerorderproperties?(2) Did they hold this view?
As regardsthe second question,I thinkthe textualevidence supportsan affirmative answer,althoughnot decisively. For instance,Broad wrote:
[N]o amountof knowledge abouthow the constituentsof a living body
behave in isolation or in other and non-living wholes might suffice to
enable us to predict the characteristicbehaviourof a living organism.
This possibility is perfectlycompatiblewith the view thatthe characteristic behaviourof a living body is completely determinedby the nature
and arrangementof the chemical compoundswhich compose it, in the
sense thatany whole which is composed of such compoundsin such an
arrangementwill show vital behaviourand that nothing else will do so.
(1925, pp. 67-8)
Given the remarksin the wider context in which this passage occurs, it is fairly
clear that Broad actually advocated the determinationthesis here mentioned.
Moreover, it is plausible that the sort of determinationhe had in mind is fullfledged supervenience, ratherthan a weaker kind of dependence in which the
natureand arrangementof a body's constituentchemical compoundsonly figures
as a preconditionfor the instantiationof a given emergentvital property,without
guaranteeing its instantiation.But Broad and the other emergentists were not
totally unambiguousabout which of these two kinds of synchronicdependence
they believed in.7
In any event, the firstquestionis the more importantone for our purposeshere.
The answerto this question,as far as I can see, is affirmative.Certainhigher-level
propertiescould be supervenient on lower-level ones (ultimately on physical
ones) and also possess the two key features the emergentists stressed: (i) the
supervenienthigher-orderproperties could be fundamentalcausal properties,
generatingcausal forces over and above physical causal forces; and (ii) the connections between lower-orderand higher-orderproperties-supervenience connections-could be metaphysicallyfundamental,hence unexplainable.
ArthurLovejoy (1927) distinguishedtwo kinds of emergentism:
[W]e mustfirstof all distinguishbetween indeterministanddeterministtheories.
The formerdeclarethatthere are instancesof emergencewhich are reducibleto
no causal law; no fixed occasions can be formulatedupon which they invariably
occur.The hypothesisof "undeterminedevolution"to which ProfessorDreisch
has referredis, I take it, a theory of this sort.... The deterministkind of theory
declares that whenever certain specific occasions appeara specific variety of
emergentuniformlyarises. (pp. 25-6).
Deterministemergentism,I take it, in effect says thatemergentpropertiesare supervenient
on lower-levelproperties;indeterministemergentismin effect denies this. I have been suggesting thatBroadandthe otherBritishemergentistsarebest interpretedas advocatingdeterministemergentism.Beckermann(1992b) interpretsBroadthis way too.
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There are importantlessons in the fact that the thesis of physical supervenience is consistent with the central doctrines of British emergentism, because
those doctrinesshould surely be repudiatedby anyone who advocates a broadly
materialisticmetaphysics.A materialistposition should surely assert,contraryto
emergentism,(i) that physics is causally complete (i.e., all fundamentalcausal
forces are physical forces, and the laws of physics are never violated); and (ii)
that any metaphysicallybasic facts or laws-any unexplainedexplainers, so to
speak-are facts or laws within physics itself. So the two principal lessons of
Britishemergentismare these:
(LI) All propertiesand facts could be supervenienton physical properties
andfacts even if physics is not causally complete;for, certainnon-physical properties could be supervenient on physical properties and yet
causally basic (in the sense thatthey generatefundamentalcausal forces
over and above physical forces). Yet a materialisticmetaphysicalposition should assertthe causal completeness of physics.
(L2) All propertiesand facts could be supervenienton physical properties
and facts even if certainsuperveniencefacts are metaphysicallysui generis, unexplainable in more fundamental terms. Yet a materialistic
metaphysicalposition should assert that all superveniencefacts are explainable-indeed, explainable in some materialistically acceptable
way.
I take it thatany supervenientpropertieswhose supervenienceis materialistically
explainable would not be causally basic propertiesin the sense of (LI). On the
otherhand,a metaphysicalposition affirmingthatthereare supervenientproperties whose supervenienceis not materialisticallyexplainablewould not deserve
the label "materialism",not even if it did affirmthecausalcompletenessof physics.

2. Moore and meta-ethicalnon-naturalism
The classic articulationof meta-ethicalnon-naturalismin the 20th century was
given by G.E. Moore (1903). Mooreheld thatthereareobjective moralproperties
and facts, and that these are not natural propertiesand facts of the sort that are
investigatedin the sciences; rather,moral goodness and moralrightnessare simple, unanalyzable,non-natural,properties.As alreadyremarked,althoughMoore
did not use the word "supervenience",he quite clearly held that moralproperties
are supervenienton naturalproperties-specifically, that certainpropositionsof
the form "Anything that has naturalpropertyP also possesses the propertyof
intrinsicgoodness"are (synthetic)necessarytruths.He also maintainedthatthese
propositionsdo not dependfor theirtruth(or theirnecessity) upon anythingelse;
the syntheticnecessaryconnectionsthey expressaremetaphysicallyrockbottom,
and thus are not explainableby any otherfacts.
The thesis thatall propertiesand facts are supervenienton physical properties
and facts is consistentwith a non-materialistmetaphysicalposition;this is a general moral we have already extracted from British emergentism.The moral is
stronglyreinforcedby the fact thatMoore's non-naturalistmetaphysicalposition
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is consistent with-and indeed, incorporated-the thesis that moral properties
and facts are supervenienton naturalpropertiesand facts. Surely no materialist
or naturalistmetaphysicalposition could embraceMoore's meta-ethics.For one
thing, Moore's putative non-naturalmoral propertiesare just intolerablyqueer,
from a broadlynaturalisticperspective.Moreover,the metaphysicalqueernessis
only worsened by the contention that there are unexplainable,synthetic, necessary connectionslinking naturalpropertiesto moralones. Both points were well
statedby J. L. Mackie (1977):
If there were objective values, they would be entities or qualities or relations of a very strangesort, utterlydifferentfrom anythingelse in the
universe ... An objective good would .... [have] to-be-pursuedness built

into it. Similarly, if there were objective principlesof right and wrong,
any wrong (possible) course of action would have not-to-be-doneness
somehow built rightinto it. Or we should have somethinglike Clarke's
necessary relations of fitness between situationsand actions, so that a
situation would have a demand for such-and-suchan action somehow
built into it. (1977, pp. 37-40)
Whatis the connectionbetween the naturalfact that an action is a piece
of deliberatecruelty-say, causing painjust for fun-and the moralfact
thatit is wrong?It cannotbe an entailment,a logical or semanticnecessity. Yet it is not merelythatthe two featuresoccurtogether.The wrongness must somehow be "consequential"or "supervenient":it is wrong
because it is a piece of deliberatecruelty. But just what in the world is
signified by this "because"?(1977, p. 44)
The firstof these passagesnicely expresses why Mooreanmoralpropertiesare so
hardto stomach.8The second passage is plausibly construedas pointing out the
metaphysicaloddness, from a broadly naturalisticperspective,of non-analytic,
inter-level,necessitationrelationsthataresui generis and unexplainable(cf. also
Horganand Timmons(1992)).

3. Hare and meta-ethicalnon-cognitivism
Althoughsupervenienceis typically regardednowadaysas an inter-levelrelation
betweenpropertiesor facts, it was not so regardedby the analyticphilosopherwho
first used the term in print,ProfessorHare. Hare was one of the principaladvocates in this centuryof the meta-ethicalposition commonly called non-cognitiv8 This passage from Mackie is sometimes interpreted(e.g., in Brink 1984) as presupposing ethical "internalism",the view that if there were objective, non-natural,moral
propertiesor facts, then they would have to be intrinsicallymotivatingor reason-providing. But it seems to me that in context, the phrases"to-be-pursuedness"and "to-be-doneness" are more plausibly construed as adverting to a demand that is supposed to be
somehow built into moral propertiesand facts, ratherthan to some kind of desirabilityor
reason-generation.On this interpretation,Mackie is not assuminginternalism.(It is possible to judge that I am confrontedby a demandwithouttherebyhaving either a motive or
a reasonto do what is demandedof me, even if I do not considerthe demandillegitimate.)
So on this interpretation,Mackie's objectionapplies to Moore even if, as is often claimed,
Moore himself was not an internalist.
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ism; and on this view, there are no moral propertiesor moral facts. For Hare,
superveniencein morals is a conceptual/semanticconstrainton moral discourse
andmoraljudgment;it is partof the "logic"of value-words(as was said in Oxford
in the 1950's). Thus, if one uses morallanguage in a way that violates the supervenience constraint,one therebyabuses the very meaning of moralterms;and if
one professes moralbeliefs whose linguistic expression would violate the supervenience constraint,then either one misunderstandswhat one claims to believe,
or else one's moralbeliefs manifest a certainsort of inconsistency.
In the precedingtwo sections I have emphasized the need for supervenience
relationsto be explainable, ratherthan metaphysicallysui generis. Let me now
stress two points about the explanation of moral supervenience, in connection
with Hare'sviews and those of othermoralirrealists.First,explanationsof moral
supervenienceappearrelatively easy to give for a moral irrealist,and irrealists
have in fact given them. For Hare,the primaryfunctionof evaluativeterms, like
"good","ought",and "right",is not to ascribepropertiesto objects, but ratherto
commend(in the case of "good")and prescribe(in the case of "right");the overarching purpose of value words is to teach standards. So the explanation for
supervenience,as a consistency constrainton humanmoraljudgmentsand moral
discourse, will advertto this objective. Harewrote:
Now since it is the purposeof the word "good"and other value-words
to be used for teaching standards,their logic is in accord with this purpose. We are thereforein a position at last to explain the featureof the
word "good"which I pointed out at the beginning of this investigation
[viz., supervenience].The reason why I cannot apply the word "good"
to one picture,if I refuse to apply it to anotherpicturewhich I agree to
be in all respectsexactly similar,is thatby doing this I shouldbe defeating the purposefor which the word is designed. (1952, p. 14)
Second, it is substantiallyeasier to explain supervenienceas a conceptual/semantic constrainton moraldiscourse and moraljudgmentthanto explain it as a putative relation between (i) non-moral properties and facts, and (ii) putatively
objective, in-the-world,moralpropertiesand facts. For, there are many mutually
incompatiblepairingsof non-normativesentencesandpredicateswith moralsentences and predicates,each of which fully respects superveniencequa conceptual/semantic constraint. Yet according to moral realism, only one of these
pairingscapturesthe objectivefacts about the specific natural/moralsupervenience relationsin the world.9So moral realists, insofar as they are not content to
regardthese superveniencerelations as just sui generis, face a very demanding
explanatoryburden,over and above accountingfor superveniencequa conceptual/semanticconstraint:viz., they must also explain why certainspecific claims
about superveniencerelationsare the objectively true ones; thus why other such
claims are (despite being compatible with the semantic constraint)objectively
false. Or, at any rate,they must arguethat such explanationsare possible in prin9 This is not to deny that what is good, right,etc., often depends upon certainspecific
nonmoralsituationalfacts concerninga given person or social group. Such facts, though,
would figureamong the subvenientfacts upon which goodness, rightness,etc., supervene.
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ciple, and must say something about the general form such explanationswould
take. i ?
So not all manifestationsof supervenienceneed necessarily involve genuine
higher-orderpropertiesor facts; and in general, explaining superveniencerelations wherethereare such facts can be a substantiallymore demandingtask than
explaining supervenience as a mere constraint on discourse or judgment. For
some kinds of discourse, it might turnout that only the less demandingkind of
explanationis possible; for such cases, the propermetaphysicalaccount of the
discourseis likely to be an irrealistaccount. So here are two furthermorals concerningsupervenienceand metaphysics,in additionto those statedin ? 1:
(L3) A metaphysicalposition, materialisticor otherwise,can combine supervenience as a doctrineaboutthe terms and concepts in a given body of
discourse with ontological irrealismaboutthe discourse.
(L4) For some forms of discourse,it might turnout that althougha materialistically acceptableexplanationcan be given for supervenienceas a conceptual/semantic constraint on the discourse, no materialistically
acceptableexplanationcan be given for putativein-the-worldsupervenience relationsbetween lower-orderpropertiesand putativehigher-order propertiesseemingly posited by the discourse.
Let us say that supervenienceis ontological if it is an objective relationbetween
lower-orderpropertiesand facts and genuine, objective, higher-orderproperties
and facts; cf. Klagge (1988). Let us say that superveniencefor a given mode of
discourseis robustlyexplainableif it is explainableas ontological-i.e., explainable not merely as a conceptual/semanticconstraint,but as an objective necessitation relation between lower-orderand higher-orderpropertiesand facts. The
general moral we obtain from lessons (L1)-(L4), then, is this: any genuinely
materialisticmetaphysicsshould countenanceinter-level supervenienceconnections only if they areexplainablein a materialisticallyacceptableway, and should
countenance ontological inter-level supervenience relations only if they are
robustlyexplainablein a materialisticallyacceptableway.

4. Davidson and the materialistappropriationof supervenience
The notion of superveniencemade its entranceinto discussions of materialismin
a seminal paper in the philosophy of mind, Davidson (1970). Here Davidson
articulatedanddefendedhis "anomalousmonism",a position with these key contentions:(i) every concrete, spatio-temporallylocated, mental event is identical
to a concretephysical event; (ii) mentalproperties(event-types)are not identical
to physical properties,and are not reducible to them via definition or law. The
claim thatphysics is causally complete figuredexplicitly as a premisein his overall argumentfor this position; so did the claim that there are no strict psycho10
For an argumentthatthis burdencannotbe satisfactorilydischarged,see Horganand
Timmons(1992).
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physical laws, for which he gave a well-known subsidiaryargumentappealing
largely to the allegedly holistic natureof propositional-attitudeattribution.
The invocation of supervenienceentered,briefly,in the context of emphasizing his rejectionof psychophysicaltype-type identity and reducibility,and also
by way of saying somethingpositive aboutrelationsbetween physicalandmental
characteristics.Here is the key passage, frequentlyquoted:
Although the position I describe denies there are psychophysicallaws,
it is consistent with the view that mental characteristicsare in some
sense dependent,or supervenient,on physical characteristics.Such superveniencemight be takento mean thattherecannotbe two events exactly alike in all physical respectsbut differing in some mentalrespect,
or that an object cannot alterin some mentalrespect withoutalteringin
some physical respect. Dependence or supervenienceof this kind does
not entail reducibilitythroughlaw or definition ... (1970, p. 88)
In anotherpaperDavidson not only claimed thatthe supervenienceof the mental
on the physical is consistentwith anomalousmonism,but he went on to explicitly
advocate such a dependence thesis. Concerning the theme of "the relation
between psychological descriptionsand characterizationsof events, andphysical
(or biological or physiological) descriptions",he said:
Although, as I am urging, psychological characteristicscannot be reduced to the others, neverthelessthey may be (and I think are) strongly
dependenton them. Indeed,there is a sense in which the physical characteristicsof an event (or object or state) determinethe psychological
characteristics:in G. E. Moore's word, psychological concepts are supervenient on physical concepts. Moore's way of explaining this relation (which he maintained held between evaluative and descriptive
characteristics)is this: it is impossible for two events (objects, states)to
agree in all theirphysical characteristics(in Moore's case, theirdescriptive characteristics)and to differ in their psychological characteristics
(evaluative). (Davidson 1973, pp. 716-7)
Although Davidson was mistaken in attributing the word "supervenient"to
Moore, he was of course correctin attributingto him the concept. (Note too the
modal characterizationof superveniencein both passages, and the similarityto
Moore's own formulationI quoted at the outset.)
Davidson's invocation of supervenience in connection with the mind/body
problemresonatedstronglyamong philosophersworking in philosophyof mind
and metaphysics;there commenced a rapid and fairly widespreadappropriation
I Two featuresof the aboveof supervenienceinto these branchesof philosophy."
quotedremarksareespecially striking,andboth evidently contributedto the subsequent popularityof supervenience among materialistically-mindedphilosophers. First is Davidson's firm and explicit rejection of the reducibility of
psychological characteristicsto physical ones. In embracinga version of materiI I E.g., Hellman and Thompson (1975, 1977), Haugeland (1982), Horgan (1981,
1982), Kim (1978, 1979, 1981), Lewis (1983), and the paperscollected in Horgan(1984).
Althoughmuchof this subsequentliteraturewas influenced,directlyor indirectly,by Davidson on supervenience,this may not be so for HellmanandThompson(1975, 1977), who
used the word "determination"ratherthan "supervenience".
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alism that does not assert either the identity or the nomic equivalence of mental
properties with physical properties, Davidson was evidently loosening the
requirementsfor inter-level "fit"between differentlevels of description,in particularthe physical and mental levels. Many philosopherswere attractedby the
thoughtthat a broadly materialisticmetaphysics can eschew reductionism,and
supervenienceseemed to hold out the promise of being a non-reductiveinterlevel relationthat could figurecentrallyin a non-reductivematerialism.
Second (andclosely related),the passages implicitly suggest thatpsychophysical supervenience is an inter-level metaphysical determination-relationthat
rendersmental propertiesmaterialistically respectable, as it were. The idea is
that a reasonablematerialismneed only claim that physical facts and properties
arethe ontically basic ones, the ones thatfix or determineall the facts. And supervenience of higher-orderpropertiesand facts on physical facts, it seemed, is just
this sort of determination.
In light of the lessons we have drawnin earliersections, however,it shouldbe
clear that mere supervenienceof higher-orderpropertiesand facts on physical
properties and facts cannot be enough to confer materialistic respectability.
Moore in particularcomes to mind-which is strikinglyironic, since Davidson
actuallycites Moore when he invokes supervenience.So it is not really surprising
that doubts have now begun to emerge about whether supervenience,by itself,
can carryas much weight in explicating a plausiblematerialismas some philosophers initially thought it could. Stephen Schiffer (1987) nicely expresses the
reasonsfor scepticism, and the relatedirony:
Tough-minded physicalist types (including many Logical Positivists)
agreed [with Moore] that moral propertiescould not be reducedto natural properties... but had no sympathyat all with Moore's positive thesis, which postulateda realm of non-naturalpropertiesand facts. These
properties,it was felt, could not be made sense of within a scientific
world view: they were obscurantistand producedmore problemsthan
they solved. At the same time, philosopherswho abhorredMoore's irreducibly non-naturalproperties knew he also held this thesis about
them: that it was not possible for two things or events to be alike in all
physical respects while differing in some moral property .... No one

thoughtthatMoore's positive theoryof moralpropertieswas in any way
mitigated by this further superveniencethesis. How could being told
that non-naturalmoral propertiesstood in the superveniencerelationto
physical propertiesmake them any more palatable?On the contrary,invoking a special primitivemetaphysicalrelationof supervenienceto explain how non-natural moral properties were related to physical
propertieswas just to add mysteryto mystery,to cover one obscurantist
move with another.I thereforefind it more than a little ironic, and puzzling, that supervenienceis nowadaysbeing heraldedas a way of making non-pleonastic, irreducibly non-naturalmental properties cohere
with an acceptably naturalistic solution to the mind-body problem.
(1987, pp. 153-4)
These remarksreinforceand underscorethe negative moralthatalreadyemerged
in ??1-3. The moral is not that superveniencecannot be an importantpart of a
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broadly materialisticmetaphysics, but ratherthis: putative superveniencerelations that are themselves unexplainableand sui generis cannot play such a role.
The correspondingpositive moralis thatthe sortof inter-levelrelationneeded by
the materialistwho is also a realist abouta given mode of discourse(e.g., mental
discourse) is not bare supervenience,but ratherwhat I hereby dub superdupervenience:viz., ontological superveniencethat is robustlyexplainablein a materialistically explainable way.'2 Superduperveniencewould indeed constitute a
kind of ontic determinationwhich is itself materialisticallykosher, and which
therebyconfers materialisticrespectabilityon higher-orderpropertiesand facts.
I will returnto superduperveniencein ?8 below, after addressingthree issues
that have received substantialrecent discussion. For the most part,the points I
will make about superveniencein ??5-7 will apply, mutatismutandis,to superdupervenienceas well.

5. Versionsof supervenience:weak, strong, global, and regional
As philosophersbegan to turn in the 1970's to the notion of supervenience in
attemptsto articulatebroadly materialistpositions in philosophy of mind and
metaphysics,therebegan to emerge a bewilderingpanoplyof alternativeways of
articulatingsuperveniencetheses themselves (cf. Teller 1984).
One parameterthat can vary from one superveniencethesis to anotheris the
class of possible worlds that fall within the scope of a given thesis. Some, e.g.,
Moore'sthesis thatintrinsicvalue is supervenienton naturalproperties,are plausibly construedas involving all possible worlds. Superveniencetheses of interest
to materialists,however, seem more plausibly construedas involving all physically possible worlds. The question of how best to characterizethe notion of
physical possibility, for this purpose,is somewhat delicate, especially if (i) one
holds (as does Lewis 1979, for instance)thatactual-worldlaws often get slightly
violated in "nearby"possible worlds relevantto assessing the actual-worldtruth
values of counterfactualconditionals,and (ii) one wants one's superveniencethesis to include those worlds (cf. Horgan 1982, 1984, 1987; Lewis 1983).
Another much-discussed distinction is between what Kim (1984a) calls
"weak"and "strong"supervenience.Let A andB be two sets of properties,where
we thinkof the A propertiesas supervenienton the B properties.Using the necessity operator" OI" of modal logic, the two kinds of supervenience can be
expressedas follows:
WeakSupervenience:
O (Vx)(VFEA){x has F -> (3GnB)[x has G & (Vy)(y has G -> y has F)]}
(Necessarily, if anythinghas propertyF in A, there exists a propertyG
in B such thatthe thing has G, and everythingthat has G has F.)
I2 Althoughthe definitionis mine, the word is borrowed,with kind permission,from
Bill Lycan(1986, p. 92). I thankhim for it.
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Strong Supervenience:
O (Vx)(VFEA){x has F -> (3GB)[x has G & O (Vy)(y has G -> y has F)]}

(Necessarily, if anythinghas propertyF in A, there exists a propertyG
in B such thatthe thing has G, and necessarily everythingthathas G has
F.)

Weaksuperveniencepertainsonly to things thatoccupy the same possible world;
it says that within any world, all things that are B-indiscernibleare also A-indiscernible. Strong superveniencepertainsacross possible worlds; it says that for
any worlds w and w' and any things x and y (in w and w' respectively), if x in w
is B-indiscerniblefrom y in w', then x in w is A-indiscerniblefrom y in w'. It is
sometimes alleged that ordinary-languageformulationsof superveniencetheses,
like those of Moore, Hare, and Davidson I quoted earlier, only express weak
supervenience;and it is often urgedthat strong superveniencebetterreflects the
kind of inter-leveldependencerelationthat superveniencetheses are intendedto
capture.
Why shouldone thinkthatfamiliarordinary-languageformulationsreallyonly
express weak supervenience?Evidentlythe principalreasonis an understandable
tendencyto try translatingthose formulationsinto the formalismof modal logic,
andto do so in a mannerreflectingtheir surfacegrammar.Since the ordinary-language formulationstypically only exhibit one occurrenceof a modal expression
like "can" or "could", not two occurrences, one construes them as merely
expressing

weak supervenience.

But ordinarylanguageis a subtlething. If we attendcarefullyto the way modal
expressions operate in discourse about supervenience,we find something happening that is not easily and directlyexpressibleusing the sententialmodal operatorsof modal logic: viz., the transworldlycomparisonof individuals.This point
is nicely illustrated in certain remarks about supervenience in Hare (1952).
Although the passage I quoted initially, where Hare first introducesthe notion,
does not illustrate this phenomenon by concrete example (since the example
involves two pictures situated side by side), the following passages clearly
involve transworldlycomparisons:
[T]ake ... that characteristicof "good"which has been called its supervenience. Suppose we say "St. Franciswas a good man".It is logically
impossible to say this and to maintainat the same time thatthere might
have been anotherman placed in exactly the same circumstancesas St.
Francis,and who behaved in exactly the same way, but who differedin
this respectonly, thathe was not a good man. (p. 145)
The actual action couldn't have been right and the hypotheticalaction
not right, unless there had been some other difference between the actions, or their circumstances,or their motives, or something else. Actions cannot differ only as regards their rightness, any more than
picturesor anythingelse can differ only as regardstheir goodness. (p.
153)

Hare is comparingSt. Francis as he is in the actual world with a hypothetical,
non-actualman; and he is comparingan action that is right in the actual world
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with a hypothetical,non-actual,action. So the first sentence of the second passage, for instance,means this:
In no possible world w does the hypotheticalaction differ from the actual action in this respect only: the actual action in the actual world is
rightbut the hypotheticalaction in w is not right.
And in context the sentence "Actions cannot differ only as regardstheir goodness" clearly generalizes this transworldlyobservation.Thus, even though the
sentence only contains one occurrenceof the modal word "can",it means this:
In no possible worlds w and w' are there actions x and x' that differ in
this respect only: x in w is rightbut x'-in w' is not right.
So it is a mistaketo think that ordinary-languageformulationsof supervenience
really only express weak supervenience-a mistake which largely rests on the
mistakenassumptionthatthe occurrencesof ordinary-languagemodal words are
translatableone-for-one into formal language by occurrences of the sentential
necessity or possibility operators of modal logic. David Lewis puts the point
nicely:
Superveniencemeans thattherecould be no differenceof one sort without differenceof the othersort .... Whatwe want is modality,but not the
sententialmodal operator.... [T]hereal effect of the "could"seems to be
to unrestrictquantifierswhich would normallyrange over this-worldly
things. Among all the worlds, or among all the things in all the worlds
(or less thanall, if thereis some restriction),thereis no differenceof the
one sort without differences of the other sort. Whetherthe things that
differ are partof the same world is neitherhere nor there. (Lewis 1986,
pp. 15-17)
These remarksclearly apply to the two passages lately quoted from Hare. Once
this fact is appreciated,it shouldbecome apparentthatthey also applyto the passages I quoted earlierfrom Hare,Moore, and Davidson.'3 The upshot is that socalled weak supervenience,despite all the attentionit has received in the recent
literature,is essentially a philosophicalred herring.Ordinary-languageformula13 Although Davidson uses modal language (and talk of properties)in the passages
quotedabove, in morerecentwritingshe sometimesresortsinsteadto starker,metalinguistic, formulationswhich arepresumablymotivated-at least in part-by philosophicalscruples about modality (and aboutproperties).Here is an example:
The notion of supervenience,as I have used it, is best thoughtof as a relation
between a predicateand a set of predicatesin a language:a predicatep is supervenient on a set of predicatess if for every pair of objects such thatp is true of
one and not the other there is a predicateof s that is true of one and not of the
other.(Davidson 1985, p. 242)
How close does this seemingly non-modalformulationcome to his formulationsI quoted
earlier?That depends. If we interpretit as quantifyingonly over actual objects, then it
turnsout to be vastly weakerthaneven so-called "weak"supervenience;it says nothingat
all about any non-actualpossibilities. However, if we interpretthe universalquantifieras
quantifyingover pairs of objects both actual and merely possible (i.e., quantifyingpairwise over objects in all possible worlds, it being neitherhere nor there whetherthe two
objects in a given pair are in the same world), then the new formulationexpresses strong
supervenience(for predicates).I thinkthe passageis best interpretedthe second way, since
the firstinterpretationyields such a pale ghost of the pre-theoreticnotionof supervenience.
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tions like those of Mooreand Harereally express strongsupervenience,not weak
supervenience.14 The charge that these formulationsneed replacingby stronger
ones is mistaken,because the necessitationrelationthey express is strongsupervenience.II
Anotherissue in formulatingsuperveniencetheses arisesfromthe fact thattraditional formulationsare what might be called co-instantiationtheses: they are
wordedin a way that requiressupervenientpropertiesand subvenientproperties
to be instantiatedby the same individual.This requirementcreates at least two
kinds of concern.For one thing, there seem to be numeroushigher-orderproperties of individuals that depend for their instantiationnot merely on the lowerorderpropertiesof the individualitself, but also on a wider rangeof lower-order
propertiesand relationsinvolving variousotherindividualstoo. For instance,the
propertybeing a bank, instantiatedby the brick building on Main Street, is not
supervenienton (intrinsic)physicalpropertiesof the bankitself; rather,the building's having this social-institutionalpropertydependson a considerablybroader
range of physical facts and features, some of which are involved in subserving
the social practiceof banking.
In addition,some ontologies (arguably,even some broadlymaterialistontologies) might posit not only supervenientproperties,but also supervenientindividuals. For instance, some philosophersmaintainthat a statue is distinct from the
hunkof matterthatcomposes it, on the groundsthatthe two entities have differ14 Simon Blackburn(1971, 1984, 1985) has given an argumentagainst moral realism
that goes roughly as follows. A certainsupervenienceclaim, connecting the moral realm
to the natural,is true;anotherstrongerclaim is false; the moralrealistcannotexplain why
the weakerconnection shouldhold, given thatthe strongerone does not, whereasthe irrealist can easily explain this; so realism accrues an explanatorydebt it cannot discharge.
Blackburn'sargumentis sometimesconstruedas involving weak andstrongsupervenience,
in Kim's sense. But James Dreier (1992) argues persuasivelythat the argumentis better
reconstructedas citing two kindsof strongsupervenience,involvingmetaphysicalnecessity
and analytic necessity respectively. (Dreier also replies to Blackburn'sargumenton the
moralrealist'sbehalf-quite persuasivelyin my view, even thoughI myself, like Blackburn,
am no friendof moral realism.)
1SThe issue gets furthercomplicated,unfortunately,by ProfessorHare'srecentremark
that "whatI have always had in mind is not what Kim now calls "strong"supervenience.
It is nearerto his "weak"supervenience"(Hare 1984, p. 4). Considerhowever the reason
Haregives for this claim. Concerningthejudgement"Thisis a nice room","hesays, "Idid
not have to like that kind of room or call it nice .... My tastes might have been different"
(p. 5). But the fact thatone's tastes might have been differentis quite compatiblewith the
strong-supervenienceuse of the modal statement"No room exactly like this one could fail
to be nice." For, this statement, even though it quantifies over non-actual scenarios, is
firmlytetheredto the speaker'sactual evaluative standards-notwithstandingany differing evaluativestandardsthe speakerhimself may have in some of those non-actualscenarios. Whenone claims thatthere could not be a room that is just like this one except that it
fails to be nice, one is talkingmodally aboutrooms underone's actual-worldstandardsof
niceness, even though one may not have those standardsin certainother possible worlds
in which thereis a roomjust like the room underdiscussion. (Compare:When one claims
that water could not have failed to be H20, one is talking modally about water under the
actual-worldmeaningof "water",even though"water"may not have thatmeaningin certain otherpossible worlds. A possible world in which "water"means beer would not be a
possible world in which water fails to be H20.)
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ing modal and counterfactualproperties.Some philosopherstake seriously the
apparentontological commitmentsof discourse aboutuniversities,corporations,
and nations;and also deny thatthese entities are literallyidenticalto mereological sums of persons, land-masses,etc. Yet superveniencetheses as traditionally
formulatedtypically presupposethata single individualinstantiatesboth the subvenient propertyand the supervenientproperty.
One suggestionfor accommodatingthese kinds of considerationsis to formulate superveniencetheses in terms of entire possible worlds. Kim (1984a, 1987)
calls this global supervenience,a phrasenow widely used. Standardlythe idea of
globalphysical supervenience,for instance,is expressedin some such way as this:
Global Physical Supervenience:
There are no two physically possible worlds which are exactly alike in
all physical respectsbut differentin some otherrespect.
As is often pointed out, however (e.g., Horgan 1982; Kim 1984a, 1987), purely
global supervenienceseems too weak to fully capturethe idea that the physical
facts determineall the facts. For,the global thesis does not exclude the possibility
thatthere are two spatio-temporalregions, within eitherthe same physically possible world or two differentones, that are exactly alike in all intrinsic physical
respectsbut differentin some intrinsicnon-physicalrespect-say, differentin the
respect that mental propertiesare instantiatedby individualsin one region, but
not by their physical duplicatesin the other.
A natural strategy for accommodating this problem, proposed in Horgan
(1982), is to strengthenglobal supervenienceinto what I will here dub regional
supervenience.Severalnotions need introducingas a prelude.First,we must distinguishbetween intrinsicandnon-intrinsicfeatures,relativeto a spatio-temporal
region of a physically possible world. Roughly, a feature is intrinsicto a given
regionif its presencedoes not depend,in a broadlylogical sense of "depend",upon
what happens outside the region; otherwise it is non-intrinsic. Suppose, for
instance,thatOscarsuddenlywants a glass of water.Oscar'shaving this property
is not an intrinsic feature of the spatio-temporalregion directly occupied by
Oscar'sbody duringthe time-stretchthetokendesireepisode occurs;for,the property'sinstantiationdependson the fact thatthe largerspatio-temporalenvironment
in which Oscar acquiredthe word "water"contains H20ratherthan XYZ.
Second, we must distinguishbetween qualitativeand non-qualitativeintrinsic
features of spatio-temporalregions. Roughly, the latterare those which depend,
in the broadly logical sense, on the existence of specific individualswithin the
specific region. Consider,for instance, the fact that Tommy Flanaganis a jazz
pianist.Tommy'shaving this propertyis an intrinsicfeatureof the spatio-temporalregion r occupiedby our solar system withinthe pastmillennium.But suppose
our universecontains anotherregion r', a region remote from r and causally isolated from it, and yet indiscerniblefrom it. Tommy'sbeing a jazz pianistis not an
intrinsic feature of r', because Tommy himself is not even an occupant of r'.
Rather, r' has a distinct but qualitatively indistinguishable feature-viz., that
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Tommy's doppelgdnger, who is qualitatively indistinguishable from Tommy
himself, is a jazz pianist.
With these distinctionsat hand, the thesis of regional physical supervenience
can now be statedas follows, letting a P-region be a spatio-temporalregion of a
physicallypossible world:
Regional Physical Supervenience:

Thereare no two P-regions thatareexactly alike in all qualitativeintrinsic physical featuresbut differentin some otherqualitativeintrinsicfeature.
Thatis (puttingit in the ordinary-languagemodal idiom), therecould not be two
spatio-temporalregions that are exactly alike in all qualitativeintrinsicphysical
featuresbut differentin some otherqualitativeintrinsicfeature.This is, of course,
a thesis of strong supervenience:whetherthe regions being comparedare in the
same world or differentworlds is neitherhere nor there.In addition,the thesis of
global physical supervenienceis just a special case of the regional thesis-the
case where the P-regions are entirepossible worlds.
Regional physical superveniencealso avoids yet anotherproblemaboutstandard co-instantiation formulations, which can be formulated as a dilemma (cf.
Horgan 1982). Considerthe following thesis:
Physical Co-instantiation Supervenience:

Necessarily, for any higher-orderpropertyF, if anything has F then
there exists a physical propertyG such thatthe thing has G, and necessarily, everythingwith G has F.
(Here the term "necessarily"is to be understoodas a sententialmodal operator
rangingover all physically possible worlds.)The dilemmais this: do we, or don't
we, interpretthis thesis as saying thatpropertyG is an intrinsicphysical property
of the object instantiatingF? Suppose we do. Then the thesis is too strongto be
credible,becausecertainhigher-orderpropertiesof individuals(e.g., wide-content
mentalpropertieslike wantinga drinkof water) do not superveneon the individual's intrinsicphysical properties.Suppose we don't. Then, withoutsome restriction on what may count as a non-intrinsicphysical property,the thesis turnsout
to be no strongerthan mere global physical supervenience.This is because we
could always let G be some physical propertywhich, by its very construction,is
guaranteedto have these features:(i) in some physically possible world, G and F
are simultaneouslyco-instantiatedby some single individual;(ii) for any world
w, G is instantiatedin w no morethanonce; and(iii) G is instantiatedonly in physically possible worlds with a particulartotal physical history h.16 Assuming the
truthof globalphysicalsupervenience(which says thatphysicallypossible worlds
16 For instance,we could let G be a triplyconjunctivepropertyG*, constructedas follows. Given some physically possible world w* in which some individuali* instantiates
propertyF at time t, let the firstconjunctof propertyG* be some physical propertyinstantiatedby i* in w* at t (andnot instantiated,in w* at t, by any individualthatis distinctfrom
i* but coincides spatiallywith i*). Let the second conjunctof G* be the propertybeing at
spatio-temporallocation L, where L is the specific spatio-temporallocation of i* in w* at
t. And let the thirdconjunctof G* be the propertybeing such that 0, where 0 is a "maximal"physical propertythathas built into it the entirephysical history of the world w*.
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with the same total physical history are exactly alike, and hence are identical), a
propertyG of this kind would be a degenerate superveniencebase for property
F, because G would never be instantiatedin any physically possible worldexcept
for a single co-instantiation,in a single world,with F. Thus, if such a non-intrinsic
physical propertyG can count as a superveniencebase for F, then the thesis of
physicalco-instantiationsuperveniencedoes notruleout any putativepossibilities
thatare not alreadyruledout by mere global supervenience.So the upshotof the
dilemmais thatthe thesis is eithertoo strongto be credibleor too weak to express
adequatelythe idea thatthe physical facts determineall the facts.
Regional physical supervenienceavoids both horns of this dilemma. It meets
the othergoals that motivateturningaway from standardco-instantiationformulationsof supervenience,viz., allowing for higher-orderpropertieswith a "wide"
superveniencebase, and allowing for supervenientindividuals.And it overcomes
the excessive weakness of mere global physical supervenience.So it has much to
recommendit, as a general articulationof the idea that there could be no difference of a non-physicalsort withoutdifferenceof the physical sort.'7

6. Mental quausationand the causal completenessof physics
The philosophical issue I call the problem of mental quausation(Horgan 1989)
cameintorecentprominencein philosophyof mindin the wakeof Davidson'snonreductive brandof materialism.'8 Since Davidson's anomalous monism asserts
thatevery token mentalevent is identicalto a token physical event, his view obviously allows tokenmentaleventsto be partof the causalnexus. However,the question arises whethera token event's being mental,or its tokeningthe specific event
type it does, can play any genuine role in causationor causal explanation,given
Davidson's contentionthat mental propertiesare not reducibleto physical properties.Althoughtoken mentalevents themselves arecausally efficacious,arethey
efficaciousqua mental?If not, then it seems we are left with a version of epiphenomenalism, a version hardly less objectionablethan versions which deny that
mentalevents are causes at all. The issue of mentalquausationarises not only for
Davidson's anomalism, but also for any metaphysical position that denies that
mentalpropertiesaretype-identicalto physicalproperties.The questionis whether
mental propertiesare causally/explanatorilyefficacious, and (if they are) what
such efficacy might consist in. 19
17 Horgan(1982) is often cited as one source of the idea of global physical supervenience. But for some reasonthe notion of regional supervenience,which was also broached
in thatpaper,has gone virtuallyunnoticedin the subsequentphilosophicalliterature.
18 The issue has a longer history,though. As is pointed out in McLaughlin(1989, p.
109), it was well articulatedby Broad (1925, p. 472).
19 There seems to be no fully non-tendentiousway of formulatingthe issue, unfortunately.I use the term"efficacy"ratherthan"relevance"because the latterseems too weak
to capturethe kind of oomphthathigher-orderpropertiesought to have if they are not epat the risk of being accused of coniphenomenal.I use the modifier"causal/explanatory"
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As I pointed out in ?1 (this being one lesson of British emergentism), any
broadlymaterialisticmetaphysicalposition needs to claim thatphysics is causally
complete. This meansthatnon-physicalpropertiescannotbe causally basic properties-ones that generatefundamentalforces that combine with physical forces
to yield netforces differentfromthe netresultantsof physicalforces. So for a materialist who repudiatespsycho-physical propertyidentities, and yet also seeks to
vindicate the causal/explanatoryefficacy of mental properties,the burdenis to
develop some kind of compatibilist account of mental quausation.On such an
accounttheremustbe multiplelevels of genuinecausal/explanatoryefficacy;these
levels must not be directly in competition,and thus the higher levels must not be
"screenedoff' or "excluded"by more basic levels.
This is a large and active research area in currentphilosophy, and is intertwined in various ways with issues involving supervenience.For instance, Kim
(1984b, 1984c) has suggested that higher-ordercausal explanations involving
non-physicalpropertiescan co-exist with physical explanationsonly if they cite
higher-orderpropertiesthat are supervenienton physical propertiesthat figure
directly in underlying physical explanations of the same phenomena. And a
numberof philosophershave claimed recently that mentalproperties,in orderto
be causal/explanatory,must at least be supervenienton physical propertiesthat
are intrinsic to the cognizer-must supervene,as the slogan goes, "on what's in
the head"(e.g., Stich 1978; Fodor 1987, 1991).
Neitherof these suggestions is anythinglike self-evident, however,andI think
both deserve to be regardedwith suspicion. Consider first Kim's conception of
"supervenientcausation"(as he calls it). As I understandhim, Kim maintainsthat
a higher-orderpropertyF, in orderto be causally/explanatorilyefficacious (when
instantiatedby an individual i at a time t), must be supervenienton a specific
physical propertyG which (1) physically realizes F (in i, at t), and (2) figurescentrally in a physical causal explanationof the phenomenonthat F itself purportedly explains. This demand may well be excessive, however. Here is a
substantiallyweaker inter-level requirement,which still features supervenience
prominently:
A higher-orderpropertyF, in order to be causally/explanatorilyefficacious, must be physically realized by a physical propertyG that (i) figures centrallyin a physical causal explanationof the phenomenonthat
F itself purportedlyexplains, and (ii) is part of a (perhapsconjunctive)
total physical propertyH which is itself a superveniencebase for F.20

flatingtwo categoriesthatought to be kept distinct, in orderto emphasize thatcausal connections among token events, and thus causal efficacy too, involve systematicgeneralrelationsamong the event types instantiated-relations thatalso figurein causal explanation.
20 The notion of physical realization,which has been widely employed in philosophy
of mind for some time, obviously deserves philosophicalinvestigationin its own right.To
my knowledge, as yet this projectremainsto be undertakenin a systematic way. Meanwhile, philosopherscertainly should not assume (as I think they sometimes do assume)
thatrealizationis just the converse of supervenience.The superveniencebase is frequently
broaderthanthe realizing property.
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Primafacie, thereare causally efficacious higher-orderpropertiesthat meet this
weaker condition but do not meet Kim's condition. Take, for example, the syntactic propertiesof those token physical states in a computer which are token
symbol strings.These syntacticpropertiesarguablyhave causal/explanatoryefficacy: the state-transitionsin the machineare systematicallysensitive to syntactic
properties,qua syntactic.But althoughsyntacticpropertiesarerealizedby certain
patternsof electricalcurrent,this is only by virtueof the role of those patternsin
the whole physical system. Thus the superveniencebase for a syntacticproperty
is wider thanthe property'sphysical realization.
Considernext the contentionthat causally efficacious mental propertiesmust
be supervenienton what's in the head.This too is far from self-evident,especially
since garden-varietymentalisticcausal explanationsfrequentlycite wide-content
mental properties.Although it seems true enough that physical propertiesof a
cognizer must supervene on what's in the cognizer's head in order to figure in
causal explanations of behaviour, maybe this requirementdoes not transmit
upwardto the mentallevel. Notice thatthe necessaryconditionI proposedabove,
for higher-ordercausal/explanatoryefficacy, can be satisfied by wide-content
mentalpropertiesthatdo not superveneon a cognizer's intrinsicphysical properties. And underat least some generalaccountsof higher-ordercausal/explanatory
efficacy (e.g., Horgan 1989, 1993), wide-contentpropertiesfarejust fine despite
not superveningon what's in the head.
So the general point I would like to urge, with respect to the matterof supervenience andmentalquausation,is cautionary.Philosopherswho claim thatcausally efficacious mental properties must supervene directly on the physical
propertiesthat realize them, or must anyway supervene on physical properties
intrinsicto the cognizer, owe us powerful argumentsfor these contentions;for,
underclose scrutinysuch claims are less crediblethanthey might initially appear
to be. Materialists who back away from type-type psychophysical identity
claims, but who also seek to vindicatethe causal/explanatoryefficacy of mental
properties,are alreadycommittedto some form of compatibilismon the issue of
mentalquausation.Since they are stuck with this compatibilistcommitmentanyway, they should take seriously the possibility that the right kind of compatibilism will vindicatethe causal/explanatoryefficacy of mentalpropertiesthatdo not
superveneon the propertiesthat physically realize them, and perhapswill also
vindicate the causal/explanatoryefficacy of mental propertiesthat do not even
superveneon what's in the head.

7. Supervenienceand inter-levelreduction
I remarkedin ?4 that one reason why the notion of superveniencecaught on, in
attemptsto formulatea broadlymaterialisticposition in philosophyof mind and
metaphysics,was the feeling among many philosophersthat traditionalformulations of materialismposited an unduly tight, reductive,connection between the
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facts and propertiespositedby physics andhigher-orderfacts and properties.The
thought was that inter-level supervenienceconnections can be looser, and thus
that supervenience-basedmaterialismcould be a non-reductivematerialism.
But even among those who have embracedsuperveniencein connection with
materialistmetaphysics,therehas been an ongoing debateaboutwhethera viable
materialismcan really be non-reductive.The most ardentdefenderof the negative position is the philosopherwho has perhapsbeen most active and influential
in exploring and advocating supervenience in metaphysics and philosophy of
mind, Jaegwon Kim.
To begin with, it should be noted that the words "reduction"and "reductive"
are subjectto a range of uses, some more stringentthan others. Underfairly liberal (but not necessarily inappropriate)standardsof usage, a metaphysicalposition will count as reductive merely by virtue of asserting (i) the causal
completeness of physics, and (ii) the thesis of regional physical supervenience.
The debatejust mentioned,however, involves a more stringentnotion of reduction, a notion linked closely to certain paradigmaticinter-theoreticrelations in
science, like the relationbetween classical thermodynamicsand molecularstatistical mechanics.Partieson one side of this debate,who typically call themselves
"non-reductivematerialists",hold that a viable non-eliminative materialistic
position need not assert that the special sciences generally,and mentalisticpsychology in particular,are reducibleto physics in the mannerin which thermodynamics is reducible to molecular statistical mechanics (e.g., Davidson 1970,
1973; Fodor 1981; Endicott 1989. 1993; Owens 1989; VanGulick 1992; Horgan
1993; Marras1993a, 1993b).Theiropponents(e.g., Churchland1986; Kim 1989,
1992a, 1992b, 1993a; Melnyk 1991; Bickle 1992) deny this; they maintainthat
non-reductivematerialismis not a viable metaphysicalposition, and thus thatthe
serious contendersare reductivematerialismand eliminative materialism.
This debateis quite complex, involving a varietyof issues thatare intertwined
in various complicated ways.21One broad strandconcerns the prerequisitesfor
genuine inter-theoreticreduction itself. Must a genuine reduction involve outright identitiesbetween higher-orderand lower-ordertheoreticalproperties(for
instance, temperatureand mean molecular kinetic energy), or is it enough for
reductivelyrelatedpropertiesto be merely nomically equivalent?Can the reducing propertiesbe disjunctive,even radicallyor infinitelydisjunctive?
Anotherstrandis the matterof quausation.Presumablyany adequateaccount
of inter-theoreticreductionmust constraininter-level relations strongly enough
to vindicate the causal/explanatoryefficacy of higher-ordertheoretical properties. But there are a variety of philosophical views about the requirementsfor
quausation;and this complex issue thus becomes intertwinedwith discussions of
reduction.For instance, if one is an incompatibilistabout quausation,and one
also accepts the causal completeness of physics, then one will hold that higherordertheoreticalpropertiescan have causal/explanatoryefficacy only if they are
21

?5).

For some useful sortingof issues, see Beckermann(1992b) and McLaughlin(1992,
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identical to certainphysicalproperties;this will be a reasonfor claiming thatgenuine inter-theoreticreductioninvolves inter-levelproperty-identities,ratherthan
mere nomic coextensions.
Let me turnbriefly to Kim's position, as I understandit. Kim rejects the contentionthatmentalpropertiesin particular,and special-sciencepropertiesin general, are identical to physical properties;he maintains instead that in general,
higher-ordertheoretical propertiesare supervenienton lower-level properties,
and ultimatelyon physical properties.He affirmsthe causal/explanatoryefficacy
of mental properties, and of special-science properties in general; as already
noted in ?6, he maintainsthat superveniencetransmitscausal/explanatoryefficacy from physical propertiesto higher-orderpropertiesthat superveneon them.
(As we saw, this is a version of compatibilismabout quausation,albeit a rather
restrictiveversion.) As regardsinter-theoreticreduction,he denies that genuine
reductionsmust involve inter-levelproperty-identities.He maintainsinsteadthat
full-fledged reductionscan be effected by inter-theoretic"bridgelaws" expressing the nomic equivalence of lower-level and higher-level properties,provided
thatthe laws of the higher-leveltheoryarederivablefromthose of the lower-level
theory plus the bridge laws. Finally, and with these other views as backdrop,he
contendsthata viable non-eliminativistposition in philosophyof mind will inevitably end up committedto the reducibilityof mentalisticpsychology to natural
science, and ultimatelyto physics.
Although I cannot here canvass the various argumentsthat Kim and others
have employed in supportof this contention,let me focus on one key argument.
Concerningstrongsupervenience(as characterizedin ?5 above) he writes:
[I]t says that whenever a superveningpropertyP is instantiatedby an
object, thereis a subvenientpropertyQ such thatthe instantiatingobject
has it andthe following conditionalholds: necessarilyif anythinghas Q,
then it has P. So the picturewe have is thatfor supervenientpropertyP,
thereis a set of properties,Qi, Q2, ... in the subvenientset such thateach
Qiis necessarilysufficientfor P. Assume this list containsall the subvenient propertieseach of which is sufficientfor P. Considertheir disjunction .... This disjunction...is necessarily coextensive with P .... So P and

UQiare necessarily coextensive, and whetherthe modalityhere is metaphysical,logical, or nomological, it shouldbe strongenough to give us
a serviceable "bridge law" for reduction .... Some philosophers will resist this inference .... There are two questions, and only two as far as I

can see, thatcan be raisedhere:(1) Is disjunctiona properway of forming propertiesout of properties?(2) Given that disjunctionis a permissible property-forming operation, is it proper to form infinite
disjunctions?(Kim 1990, pp. 19-20)
He then takes up argumentsthathave been given supportingnegative answersto
questions(1) and (2), and explains why he does not find them compelling.
Let me enterthe dialectic at this point,by posing a thirdquestion:Are radically
disjunctivepropertiescausal/explanatory
properties?Arguably,in general they
arenot; rather,on any given occasion when a higher-ordertheoreticalpropertyP
is instantiated,the underlyingphysical causal/explanatorypropertythat is opera-
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fromthe disjunctive
tive (on thatoccasion) will be whicheverspecific disjunctQO,
propertyUQi,is instantiated(on that occasion)-and not the propertyUQiitself.
Furthermore,a very plausible-looking condition on genuine reduction is that
each higher-ordercausal/explanatorypropertybe nomically coextensive not just
with any old lower-orderproperty,but with some lower-ordercausal/explanatory
property.For, if this condition is not met, then the higher-ordercausal/explanatory propertieswill cross-classify the lower-orderones, and thus will figure in
higher-ordercausal/explanatorygeneralizationsthat are not directly mirroredat
the lower theoretical level. In paradigmaticinter-theoreticreductions,by contrast,higher-ordertheoreticalpropertiesare not multiply realizablein this way;
rather,higher-ordertheoreticallaws are directly mirroredby lower-level causal/
explanatorygeneralizations.(The Boyle/Charleslaw of thermodynamics,which
links a gas's temperature,pressure,and volume, is directly mirroredby the law
of molecularstatisticalmechanicslinking a gas's mean molecularkinetic energy,
mean surface pressure,and volume). Arguably,this kind of inter-levelmirroring
is the very essence of genuine inter-theoreticreduction.
Considerationsinvolving multiple realization, along the lines just sketched,
are among the reasons why many materialistically-mindedphilosophers,myself
included, deny that reductivematerialismis the only viable alternativeto eliminativism.But the reductionistsremainunconvincedby multiple-realizationarguments (e.g., Bickle 1992, Kim 1992b), and meanwhile maintain an active
dialectical siege againstnon-reductivematerialism.

8. Superdupervenience
Ourconclusion at the end of ?4 was thatthe sortof inter-levelrelationthatwould
confer materialistic"respectability"on higher-orderpropertiesand facts would
be not bare ontological supervenience, but superdupervenience-ontological
superveniencethat is robustlyexplainablein a materialisticallyacceptableway.
(Recall that ontological supervenienceis an objective relation between lowerorder propertiesand facts, and genuine, objective, higher-orderpropertiesand
facts; it is not merely a conceptual/semanticconstrainton higher-orderdiscourse.
And, to give a robustexplanationof supervenienceis to explain it qua ontological, ratherthanexplainingit merely as a featureof the "logic"of the higher-order
terms and concepts.) Hereafter, unless I indicate otherwise, when I speak of
explaining supervenienceI will mean robustlyexplaining ontological supervenience in a materialisticallyacceptableway.
Althoughthe task of explaining superveniencehas been little appreciatedand
little discussed in the philosophicalliterature,it is time for that to change. I will
conclude this essay with some brief remarkson the matter,set forth in a fairly
staccatofashion.
First, in consideringhow inter-level superveniencerelationsmight be materialistically explained,three interrelatedquestions arise:
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The StandpointQuestion:What sorts of facts, over and above physical
facts and physical laws, could combine with physical facts and laws to
yield materialisticallykosher explanationsof inter-level supervenience
relations,and why would it be kosher to cite such facts in these explanations?
The Target Question: What facts specifically need explaining in order
to explain a given inter-level superveniencerelation,and why would a
materialisticexplanationof these facts constitutean explanationof that
superveniencerelation?
The Resource Question: Do there exist adequateexplanatoryresources
to provide such explanations?
In orderto get explanationoff the ground,it seems we need to know something
aboutthe higher-orderpropertieswhose supervenienceon physical propertiesis
the targetof explanation.The standpointquestion and the targetquestion,which
are largely complementary,both arise from this apparentneed for information
about higher-orderproperties.The standpointquestion (cf. Horgan 1984) arises
because apparentlywe need some facts other than those of basic physics. It is
hardto see how one could possibly explain an inter-level necessitationrelation
without employing, as partof one's explanans,some sorts of "connectingstatements" in which purely physical properties and facts somehow get linked to
higher-orderproperties.But which such facts are kosher, and why? The target
question involves the explanandum:the to-be-explainedfacts. We need to know
which facts are such thatexplainingthese facts materialisticallywould constitute
explaining why the higher-orderpropertiessupervene on the physical the way
they do, and we need to know why these facts are the crucial ones. Philosophers
need to get cleareraboutthe standpointand targetquestions.And they also need
to ask, for any given domain of putativehigher-orderproperties,whetherthere
really exist adequate explanatory resources to yield materialistically kosher
explanationsof specific inter-levelsuperveniencerelationsinvolving these properties;this is the resourcequestion.
Second, the problemof explainingsuperveniencedoes not go away if the generalizations of a higher-level theory or explanatory framework happen to be
derivable from physics plus some set of "bridge laws" expressing the nomic
coextensiveness of higher-orderpropertieswith physical properties.For, there
remainsthe need to explain why these bridgelaws themselvesaretruein all physically possible worlds (cf. Horgan1978, Beckermann1992b, McLaughlin1992).
Bridgelaws, afterall, arenot partof physics;they shouldnot be scientificallyand
metaphysicallyrock-bottom,sui generis andunexplainable.Furthermore,even if
the inter-theoreticbridge laws really express propertyidentities (ratherthan the
mere nomic coextensiveness of higher-orderpropertiesand physical ones), an
analogousexplanatorytask arises anyway-although now the key questions are
aboutinter-levellinkages between terms and/orconcepts. In virtueof what does
such-and-suchphysical property,ratherthan various other candidate physical
properties,count as the propertyexpressed by a given higher-ordertheoretical
predicate?
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Third,for at least some kinds of propertieswe seem to have a fairly good idea
aboutwhatwould count as a materialisticallyacceptableexplanationof why such
a propertyis supervenienton a given configurationof physical properties.Consider,for instance,the propertyliquidity.We understandwell enoughthe essential
features,or definingconditions,of liquidity:if a quantityof stuff is liquid,then it
will neitherspontaneouslydissipate into the atmospherenor retaina rigid shape
when unconstrained,but instead will tend to flow, and to assume the shape of a
vessel that contains it. Thus, explaining why liquidity supervenes on certain
microphysicalpropertiesis essentially a matterof explaining why any quantity
of stuff with these microphysical propertieswill exhibit those macro-features.
(As regards the target question, this suffices to explain the supervenience of
liquiditybecause those macro-featuresare definitiveof liquidity.As regardsthe
standpointproblem,it seems explanatorilykosherto assume a "connectingprinciple"linkingthe macro-featuresto liquidity,preciselybecause those featuresare
definitive;the connecting principleexpresses a fact aboutwhat liquidity is.)
Fourth,a variety of recent so-called "naturalizing"projects,in philosophy of
mind and elsewhere in philosophy,can be regardedas being, in effect, attempts
to articulate the essential or definitive characteristics of certain higher-order
properties(e.g., mentalproperties)in such a way thatthese properties,as so characterized, are susceptible to materialistic explanations of their supervenience.
Functionalismin the philosophyof mind providesan example:if mentalproperties were identicalwith certainfunctionalpropertieswhose definitivecausalroles
involve typical-cause relations to sensory stimulation,bodily motion, and one
another,then specific physical/mentalsuperveniencerelationspresumablywould
be materialisticallyexplainable in terms of causal/dispositionalroles of categorial physical properties.Co-varianceaccountsof intentionalcontent (e.g., Fodor
1987, 1990; Dretske 1981) provide another example: if the instantiatingof a
given intentional property,with content "thatp", were essentially a matterof
instantiatingsome physical propertywhose occurrencesystematicallyco-varies
with the circumstance that p, then the supervenience of the content-property
could be explainedby citing the fact thatthe realizing physical propertyP covaries with the circumstancethatp.
Naturalizingprojectsarethus reductivein a certainsense, even thoughthey are
not committed to the kinds of type-type inter-level connections that make for
inter-theoreticreductionin science. Theirgoal is to give a tractablespecification,
in non-intentionaland non-mental vocabulary (although not necessarily in the
vocabularyof physics), of sufficientconditions (or sufficientand necessaryconditions) for the instantiationof mentalproperties.To the extent thatthis could be
done, it would pave the way for physicalisticexplanationsof supervenienceconnections.
But fifth, there are a varietyof reasonsfor being sceptical about such naturalizing projects.For one thing, reductiveaccountsof this kind usually end up susceptible to counterexamplesof one sort or another;inductiveevidence, based on
past failuresboth in this arenaand in other philosophicalarenaswhere attempts
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at reductiveanalyses have been pursued,suggests thattherealways will be counterexamplesto such proposals.In addition,it seems likely that humanconcepts
of mentalstates,andindeedmost humanconcepts,just do not have reductivesufficient conditions at all (or reductive sufficient and necessary conditions), not
even vague ones; this general claim about the structureof human concepts is
stronglysuggestedby work in cognitive science on concepts and categories.22
So sixth, it makes sense to rethinkwhat might count as philosophical"naturalization"of higher-orderproperties.Maybe there are ways of construinghigherorderpropertieswhich (i) do not providereductivesufficientconditions,but nevertheless (ii) renderthe physical supervenience-of these propertiesmaterialistically explainableanyway.If so, then such accountswould still make roomfor the
higher-orderpropertiesas partof the physical world, and therebywould naturalize them. (Rethinkingnaturalizationwould go hand in hand with investigating
the standpoint,target,and resourcequestions mentionedabove.)
But seventh, we should be sensitive to the possibility that for many kinds of
higher-orderdiscourse, it will not be possible to give an account of putative
higher-orderpropertiesunderwhich theirontological supervenienceon the physical could be successfully explained. Consider mental properties,for example.
With respect to the targetproblem, a fairly plausible-lookingcontention is that
for any creaturethat instantiatesmental properties,the generalizationsof common-sense intentional psychology must be by-and-large true of that creature.
With respect to the standpointproblem, it seems fairly plausible that the constraintjust mentionedreflects the very natureof mental properties,and thus can
be legitimately cited in explaining psychophysical superveniencerelations.But
now the resource problem arises: since there evidently will always be vastly
manyincompatibleways of assigningpropositionalattitudesto someone over the
course of his lifetime, all of which satisfy the given constraint,it appearsthatthe
constraint does not suffice to yield determinate supervenience connections
between physical propertiesand facts and mentalones (cf. Quine 1960).23
Eighth, we should keep well in mind the reasonsfor metaphysicalscepticism
aboutin-the-worldnormativefacts, a kind of scepticism which afterall has been
22 For furtheradumbrationof these kinds of considerations,including discussions of
relevant psychological literature,see Stich (1992), Tye (1992), and Stich and Laurence
(forthcoming).
23 There are also the "phenomenal"or "what-it's-like"mentalpropertiesto deal with,
the so-called "qualia".Primafacie, it is enormouslyhardto see how one could possibly
explain why any particularphysical or neurobiologicalpropertyalways gets co-instantiatedwith (or why it necessarily always gets co-instantiatedwith) a particularphenomenal
property-or with any phenomenal propertyat all. (Appeals to type/type identity seem
only to shift the mystery,ratherthaneliminatingit: why should any given physical or neurobiologicalpropertybe identicalto a particularexperientialwhat-it's-likeproperty-e.g.,
the propertyexperiencingphenomenal redness-rather than to some other phenomenal
propertyor to none at all?) This "explanatorygap"problemis well described,specifically
in relationto type-identitytreatmentsof qualia,by Levine (1983). The supervenienceversion of the problemis given a thoroughand detailedtreatmentby Chalmers(1993); he argues that the explanatory gap cannot be bridged, and he defends a positive theory of
consciousness which in some ways resemblesBroad'semergentism.
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very prominentin meta-ethicsthroughoutthis century.One importantreason is
the difficultyof seeing how one could possibly give materialisticor naturalistic
explanations for putative ontological supervenience-relationsbetween natural
propertiesand facts and putativenormativepropertiesandfacts. Objectivemoral
values do not appearto be partof the naturalorder.
But ninth,certainimportantsuperveniencerelations,includingbut not limited
to those thatfigurein ethics, evidently involve normativity-and thus an is-ought
gap. In particular,there is arguablya normativeelement involved in intentional
content-both the content of public-language expressions and the content of
intentional mental properties.The "Kripkensteinproblem"(Kripke 1982), for
instance,can be seen as a sceptical challenge aboutwhetherthere are any objective facts or properties,therein the world,thatcould groundsemanticcorrectness
(like the putativecorrectnessof answering"125"to the query "68 + 57"). And a
parallelproblem can be raised about the objective groundabilityof the correct/
incorrectdistinctionfor the putativeintentionalcontentof people's mentalstates.
The task of explaining supervenience facts, including perhaps psychological
superveniencefacts, thereforeapparentlyincludesthe taskof explaininghow certain objective, in-the-world,is-ought gaps get bridged.Metaphysicalscepticism
aboutin-the-worldnormativefacts now threatensto spill over into philosophyof
mind and philosophyof language (not to mentionepistemology, since epistemic
warrant is a normativeconcept too.)
Tenth,given the apparentdifficultyof materialisticallyexplainingontological
supervenienceconnectionsin a way thatsimultaneouslyhandlesthe target,standpoint, and resource problems, and given that the challenge becomes all the
greaterinsofar as normativityis involved, materialistically-mindedphilosophers
should be exploring irrealist ways of accommodatinghigher-orderdiscourse.
They should keep in mind thatone can be an irrealistabout a given body of discourse (e.g., moral discourse, or mental discourse) without being an eliminativist-someone who regardsthe discourse as defective, and needing replacement
or elimination.Anotherbroadoption is preservative irrealism,which would treat
higher-orderdiscourse as quite legitimate and perhapsindispensable,while also
repudiatingits apparentontological commitments.Instrumentalism,of course, is
one form of preservativeirrealism;instrumentalistviews typically attributeutility to the given body of discourse, but deny that it expresses genuine truths.But
the intellectuallandscapeincludes other possible versions of preservativeirrealism too-for instance, versions that treat truthitself as a normativenotion, and
which allow for higher-orderdiscourse to be genuinely true even in the absence
of any correspondingpropertiesor facts (cf. Horwich 1990; Horgan 1991, forthcoming; Wright 1992; Horganand Timmons 1993).
Superduperveniencewould render higher-orderproperties metaphysically
respectable. But it is not a relation that comes cheap. Explaining ontological
superveniencerelations in a materialisticallyacceptable way looks to be a very
dauntingtask, whose difficulty suggests the need for materialiststo considerseriously the prospects for preservativeirrealism about much of our higher-order
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discourse. It is not easy formulating a metaphysical position that meets the
demandsof a materialworld;there is still a lot of philosophicalwork to do.24
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